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the flag ?    Might not the fellow be left alone ?    You
can force a man to say he agrees with you, but you can
never   make   him   really   think   your   thoughts.    Mill
understood this better than any man, and by expanding
his criterion of justifiable coercion to include such con-
siderations as these he would have  made his theory
more catholic.    Had he put his case in the following
form:   * Only those invasions of liberty are justified
which create opportunities of further liberty;   but the
welfare of people always to precede the welfare of insti-
tutions ', he would have steered more easily, perhaps,
between the rocks of anarchism and State-absolutism.
But his formula, standing in its own form, has a sterling
value, and in these days of unlimited bureaucracy and
worship of God-Caesar there is a strong undercurrent of
opinion towards a Utilitarian restatement.    Our grand-
fathers probably took Mill's teaching as pure milk of
the gospel, but our fathers would have none of it, for i»
their time the collectivist ideal entered on its triumphal
progress.    We have suffered for their neglect, and the
civil liberties of England have withered in decay; there
is no reason why the necessity for economic control
should affect political status.    While society turns moine
and more to a social control of industry, it can and surely
will demand a fuller political freedom.    There is no
connexion between the nationalizing of economic mono-
polies and the abolition of Habeas Corpus and Free
Speech.    In   other  words,   Mill's   political  ideals   are
perfectly compatible with Socialism, so long as that
Socialism is based on a philosophy of individual welfare,
That is why the Utilitarian creed, though long dis-
credited, has in it the prospect of immortality.
Herbert Spencer restated the individualist case
from the so-called scientific standpoint, but much of
Ms thought was curiously unscientific, if science be
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